Also from Heskins
Anti Slip
Additional slip-protection for walkways,
steps and work areas.
Scan the QR code to visit

Floor marking systems

permastripe.us

Reflective tapes
The Heskins range of reflective, hi-vis
tapes give you a choice in marking tapes
that will highlight steps, hazards and
objects in virtually all lighting conditions.

Glow in the dark
In a lights out situation, Heskins
glow in the dark tape emits a strong
photoluminescent reaction that can
illuminate entrance/exit ways.

Heskins Warranty
Warranty claims are only limited to replacement of product.
The warranty does not cover items being dragged, pushed or
scraped across such as pallets or transit skids or bulldozing
of loads.
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Heskins LLC
PO box 559
East Butler
PA 16029
Tel 877-900-8359
Tel 724-256-8359
Fax 717-685-3212
Email mail@permastripe.us

permastripe.us
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PermaLean
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High quality self‑adhesive lines and symbols
designed for maximum durability

Heskins floor marking solutions are
applied in...

World’s most durable floor marking tape

Warehouses
Factories
Hospitals

•

Solid color all the way through

•

0.05” thick industrial PVC with either textured or smooth surface

•

Strong permanent adhesive

•

Die-Cuts

Retail stores
Fulfillment centers

The world’s only complete floor marking
system

Distribution centers
Manufacturing plants
Airports
Our products have many advantages
over paint or resin marking systems

PermaLean

Unlike liquid systems Heskins floor marking products can be
instantly applied allowing the area to be used immediately
afterwards.
If a change in your floor layout is required then our tapes can
usually be removed without snapping or fractures eliminating
the need to scrape. Lifting cleanly, without solvents is also
really important for food preparation or pharmaceutical areas
as no fumes are generated.
The surface merely need to be clean, dry and free from grease.
Porous surfaces may need priming prior to application. Our
team are always happy to help with installation advice.

Fast application
Our applicator is available for sale or hire. Long straight
runs of tape can be quickly applied from an ergonomically
comfortable stance.

Enhance your brand message
Display corporate colors throughout your facility. We can
match to any RAL, Pantone or NCS, please enquire for
Minimum Order Quantities etc.

Great service
Our team has many years experience supplying floor marking
systems and can help advise on popular route planning
strategies used in sectors such as aerospace, automotive,
logistics and defense to name a few.
We’re happy to send samples and swatches for you to see the
quality of our products for yourself.

Durable
Thick
Lean
High Traffic
Medium Traffic
Low Traffic
Motorized Traffic
Staging Areas
Footfall
Bevel

Tough laminate construction

•

Strong permanent adhesive

•

Pantone and RAL colors

•

0.04” thick

The leanest industrial grade floor tape in the world
•

0.022” thick

•

Strong permanent adhesive

•

Laminate with printed design or message or
solid material for Pantone and RAL colors

3 YEARS

2 YEARS

Yes

No
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Minimal preparation

•
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PermaLean
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Product code: PERM

Colours I got from letterhead P

World’s most durable floor marking tape

•
•
•
•
•

Solid color all the way through
0.05” thick industrial PVC
Strong permanent adhesive
Easy to apply
Chamfered edge
A solid single material. Unlike like low quality printed tapes
PermaStripe® won’t fade or lose its color. Even when scratched the
color continues all the way through so you can fit and forget knowing
that the quality look you achieve on installation day will last as long as
you need.
Due to its extreme strength it will not snap if removed, enabling easy workplace
5S floor marking changes.

Sizes & Shapes
Available in 2”, 3” or 4” roll
widths, 98’ rolls for long length
application. A wide range of ready
cut PermaStripe® shapes allow you
to create junctions and designate
special areas, all to the same
high quality.

Black
Pantone/RAL
Black 6/9004
H6901N

Black
E, S

Blue
Pantone/RAL
281U/5012
H6901B

Blue
E, S

Green
Pantone/RAL
Green U/6018
H6901V

Green
E, S

Orange
Pantone/RAL
021U/2009
H6901O

Orange
E, S

Red
Pantone/RAL
199U/3018
H6901R

Red
E, S

Red/White
White/Red
Pantone/RAL
485 & 7541/3001 & 9003
E, S
H6901A

PermaStripe® Smooth floor tape was created in response to a request for a line
marking material which was easier to clean. Our sleek, PermaStripe® Smooth has
all the same benefits as our flagship PermaStripe® range
but with one minor difference. It does not feature the
embossed surface, meaning that there are no areas
on it that can trap dirt and harbor bacteria.

3 YEARS
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PermaStripe® 3 year warranty
The Heskins warranty for PermaStripe® floor marking tape is
conditionally warranted 3 years from purchase. Warranty claims
are only limited to replacement of PermaStripe® The warranty
does not cover items being dragged, pushed or scraped across
such as pallets or transit skids or bulldozing of loads.

PermaStripe® Smooth is perfect for
areas that must meet heavily regulated
hygiene standards. It still provides
durable, 5S optimization, with a smooth
aesthetic surface that is easier to
clean and would compliment any
area to which it is applied.

Black/White
White/Black
Pantone/RAL
Black 6 & 7541/9004 & 9003
E
H6901E
Black/Yellow
Black/Yellow
Pantone/RAL
Black 6 & 1235/9004 &
E,1021
S
H6901D
Yellow
Pantone/RAL
108U/1018
H6901Y

Yellow
E, S

Fluorescent Yellow
Fluorescent
yellow
Pantone/RAL
803U/1016
E
H6901F

White
Pantone/RAL
7541/9003
H6901W

White
E, S

Glow in the Dark
H6901X

E = Embossed
S = Smooth

Product code: ROUT

PermaRoute® Die Cuts
PermaRoute® is a modular system complete with lines, angles,
joins, shapes and icons in all industry standard colors.
Corner joins and angles are available to fit stock roll widths
of 2”, 3” or 4”.

The world’s only complete floor marking system

•
•
•
•
•

Tough laminate construction
0.04” thick
Strong permanent adhesive
Low profile
Cut to any shape - custom width rolls available
Rolls of any width up to
49” can be produced to
order
Stock sizes
2”x 98’, 3”x 98’, 4”x 98’

Black/Yellow
Hazard

PermaRoute®
floorplans are
used worldwide
in factories,
warehouses, assembly
areas and logistic bases

Red / White
Hazard
Green / White
Hazard
Black / White
Hazard
Black / Orange
Hazard
Black

Green

Blue

With PermaRoute® you’re not restricted to simple lines.
It’s a versatile floor marking system which allows you
to develop a clear set of visual guides. It looks clean and
efficient and also helps your process controls.
Many stock colors and shapes make planning a marking project
easy. In addition, features can be created to your specification,
expanding the possibilities and making PermaRoute® an
open‑ended, future proof choice.

CAUTION

FORKLIFT CROSSING

DANGER
HIGH VOLTAGE
AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ONLY

Floor markers
Many popular designs available in various
languages and styles. See our heskins.us
website for current range.
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White

Yellow

Red

Custom shapes
Custom shapes and features can be created
to your specification further expanding the
possibilities and making PermaRoute® an
open‑ended, future proof choice.

Orange

Fluorescent
Yellow

Durable top laminate

Dark Blue
Colored or printed carrier sheet
Backing paper
Adhesive

Our digital cutting table can cut any shape - just
send your artwork or any outline image and
we’ll do the rest.

Printed floor graphics
Any message or branding digitally
reproduced in full color on sheets of
PermaRoute®.

Product code: LEAN

PermaLean
PermaLean construction

The leanest industrial grade floor tape in the world

For the plain colors it is produced from a solid uniform piece of
colored plastic film that is 0.02” thick. For hazard chevron colors,
to ensure that you get the most durable hazard possible, we print
onto a 0.01” base film then laminate a tough clear 0.01” upper
film to ensure that the pattern can never be scratched off.

• 0.022” thick
• Strong permanent adhesive
• Laminate with printed design or message,
or solid material for Pantone and RAL colors

What is PermaLean?
Black/Yellow
Hazard
Red / White
Hazard
Black

Green

Blue

PermaLean is an extremely
tough floor marking material.
The film thickness is an incredible
0.022” thick, it is designed for application
when normal floor marking tapes just
aren’t good enough, it is designed to
be applied and forgotten, it has a super
strong permanent adhesive that once
down, stays down! The leaner profile suits
itself well for minor irregularities on the
floor. PermaLean offers resellers fantastic
reselling margins always backed up the
class leading Heskins service levels.

PermaLean
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Print is protected under a thick upper layer it cannot wear off.
Mild embossed laminate to help prevent slips.

White

Yellow

Red

Orange

PermaLean Sizes & Shapes
Maximum roll width is 49”. Smaller widths are
available down to 0.6”.
Our stock range of PermaLean die-cut
designs can be produce very quickly, but any
custom shapes will be considered (minimum
order quantities and additional tooling costs
are required).

Colored material means appearance of
scratches or cuts is minimized.
Mild embossed laminate to help prevent slips.

Accessories

Reseller Support

Our system is so simple that few accessories are needed
but some care taken in preparation will certainly improve
the durability of your installation.

We’re keen to support resellers both in
the US, UK and across the world.

Photo Download Suite
Resellers can access our photo download area to
obtain high‑resolution photos for use in your online and
offline marketing.

Brochures & Sample Cards
We offer brochures & sample cards either Heskins branded or
unbranded for your marketing requirements.

Water based
Porous surface
primer
Heskins surface primer is ideal
for sealing porous surfaces such
as wood, concrete or stone
prior to application of our anti
slip tape to prevent moisture
degrading the adhesive; it also
greatly helps to create an extra
bond on other surfaces.

Seam roller

IPA Surface cleaner

White label or Private Label packs

Heskins seam rollers are
available to help increase the
durability of your anti slip
tape or floor marking tape
application. By using the seam
roller once you have applied
your anti slip or floor marking
tape, by applying pressure to the
surface with the seam roller, this
increases the bond between the
adhesive and floor surface.This
results in a quickly cured surface
with a durable application.

To effectively clean surfaces
before our grip tape is applied
we recommend Heskins IPA
cleaner, it helps to remove
contaminants, it does not leave
behind a greasy residue unlike
methylated spirits, petrol etc.

Many of the well-known names in the market use Heskins
to manufacture their self-adhesive non-slip floor tapes. We
can provide our products in almost any type of suitable retail
packaging in your own brand design.

Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) as
an alcohol-based cleaner is
fast drying, so will leave your
application surface clean and
dry very quickly.

Heskins is a GS1 registered company, so we can produce inter
nationally recognized EAN or UPC bar codes if you so desire.

Applicator
Available to buy or rent. Our
applicator makes the job of
laying long lengths of material
as simple as walking in a
straight line.

Edge fix sealer

Keying agent

Heskins edge fix sealer greatly
helps to prevent the lifting of
the Safety-Grip™ anti-slip in
high traffic areas. One simply
applies the edge fix down
the side of the tape using the
narrow nozzle built into the
tube, it helps to secure the
product and extend its life.

Keying agent, applied in
small amounts, will increase
the amount of energy in an
otherwise low energy surface
and help create that efficient
and durable bond.

We can print retail packs with your branding

